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Introduction
This simulate the Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft for X-Plane 11 and is brought to you by
David Van Mosselbeen.

The Rans S-6S is an ultra-light aircraft. You can order it and get your stuff in different little
boxes. It's left up to you to build and put together the DIY Rans S-6S ULM aircraft.
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The Rans S-6 Coyote II is an American single-engined, tractor configuration, two-seat, high-
wing monoplane designed by Randy Schlitter and manufactured by Rans Inc. The Coyote is
available in kit form for amateur construction or as a completed light-sport aircraft

The original single seat S-4 Coyote was designed by Rans owner Randy Schlitter in 1982, as a
result of his dissatisfaction with existing ultralight designs at the time. Construction of the first
Coyote prototype was started in November 1982, with the first flight following in March 1983.

The Coyote II two-seater was developed from the S-5 Coyote, itself a development of the S-4
Coyote. The initial two seat model, the S-6, was replaced by the improved S-6ES ("extended
span") model in April  1990. In 1993, the ES was joined in production by the S-6S Super
Coyote.

All models of the S-6 feature a welded 4130 steel tube cockpit, with a bolted aluminum tube
rear fuselage, wing and tail surfaces all covered in fabric. In the initial S-6 and S-6ES, the
fabric consists of  pre-sewn Dacron envelopes, which shorten construction time. The S-6S,
however, uses the more traditional dope and fabric. The reported construction times for the ES
are 250 man-hours versus 500 for the Super.

The Coyote II kit can be ordered with tricycle or conventional landing gear, and can also be
equipped with floats and skis. The original basic engine was the Rotax 503 of 50 hp (37 kW),
with the Rotax 582 of 64 hp (48 kW) being available as an option. Today, the standard engine
is the 80 hp (60 kW) Rotax 912UL, with the 100 hp (75 kW) Rotax 912ULS being optional. The
aircraft can also be fitted with the Sauer S 2200 UL.

Operational history
The Coyote has proven to be popular with customers, with over 1800 examples of the type
having flown as of January 2008. In November 2010 615 were on the registers of European
countries west of Russia, excluding Ireland.

One example of the S-6ES was flown across the Atlantic Ocean twice.

Variants
Currently, only the S-6S variant with the Rotax 912ULS (100 hp) is available for X-Plane 11.

• S-6 -  Initial  version,  standard  engine  50  hp  (37  kW)  Rotax  503.  No  longer  in
production.

• S-6ES -  Improved  version  with  "extended  span"  wings  introduced  in  April  1990.
Standard engine is the 100 hp (75 kW) Rotax 912ULS. Available with standard wing,
"116" wing and "light sport wing". In production in 2012.

• S-6LS - Factory built light-sport aircraft version of the Coyote II. Standard engine is
the 100 hp (75 kW) Rotax 912ULS and the 2010 base price is US$99,000.

• S-6S Super Six - Improved version with dope and fabric covering, introduced in
1993. Standard engine is the 100 hp (75 kW) Rotax 912ULS. Available with standard
wing, "116" wing and "light sport wing". In production in 2010.
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Features of the Rans S-6S Coyote II
This simulation of the Rans S-6S Coyote II for X-Plane 11 has the following features, but not
limited to this list:

• Realistic FDM (Flight Dynamic Model).

• AI (Artificial Intelligent) aircraft available.

• Complete and full detailed aircraft with 3D cockpit.

• All instruments are modeled in 3D.

• Click-able regions in the cockpit.

• Instrument information on mouse hover.

• Fictional 2D cockpit panel (optional view mode with ALT+W) with extra instruments.

• All moving parts are animated.

• High detailed 3D models.

• High resolution and detailed textures.

• Day and night textures.

• Different liveries.

• Includes a PDF with checklists. See docs/Rans-S-6S_Checklists.pdf

• Includes the Rans S-6S Pilot Operating Handbook. See docs/912-STD-POH.pdf
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System Requirements
To make full use and to have the maximum out of this Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft, your
system needs to meet the minimum system requirements.

This  Rans  S-6S  Coyote  II ULM  aircraft  is  currently  actively developed  on  a
Microsoft Windows 10 64 bits operating system but should work on any platform
X-Plane  is  able  to  run  on.  We  essentially  used  Blender  v2.79b  to  model  the
objects. Inkscape and Gimp for the textures.

Software requirements
• X-Plane 11.4x: Currently X-Plane version 11.40 or any higher version.

Optionally:

• The Belgian scenery: This is one of our other projects, modeling in 3D all the airfields
of Belgium. See the website http://www.davidvanmosselbeen.be/pages/x-plane/ for 
more information.

Hardware requirements
The Rans-S6S ULM aircraft is  experimental  and currently under having development. This
aircraft is actually developed and tested only on a limited few of different kinds of hardware.
Please, report your system settings and your remarks.

Tested Hardware
This Rans S-6S ULM aircraft is know to fly very well with:

• HP Omen 875-1780nd (Desktop)  
CPU: Intel Core i7 9700 3GHz (4,7GHz Turbo Boost) 12MB cache
RAM: 16 GB
GFX Card: Nvidia RTX 2080
Screen Resolution: 1920x1080 (Full HD)
Screen Size: 27”
HDD: SATA2 7200RPM
X-Plane GFX settings: All maxed out.
Remarks: Plays extremely OK.

• Acer Predator Helios 300 PH317-52-721E (Laptop)  
CPU: Intel Core i7 9750H 2,2GHz (4,1GHz Turbo Boost) 9 MB cache
RAM: 16 GB
GFX Card: Nvidia GTX 1060
Screen Resolution: 1920x1080 (Full HD)
Screen Size: 17”
HDD: SATA 5400 RPM
X-Plane GFX settings: ?
Remarks: 
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Installation instructions
It’s very easy to install the Rans S-6S aircraft on your computer.

1
To start with, you need to get the files. This will be probably a zip archive
containing the whole aircraft.

Extract  that  archive  file  by  right  clicking  on  the  archive  file  and  select
Extract.  This  will  have created a  new directory.  For  example  Rans-S-6S-
Coyote-II-For-X-Plane-1.3-alpha.

2
Copy  and  paste  the  Rans-S-6S-Coyote-II-For-X-Plane-1.3-alpha
directory and place it in the X-Plane 11\Aircraft directory.

For example, X-Plane 11 is installed in the directory Games on the root of the
D: Drive. Thus the Rans directory needs to be copied into:  D:\Games\X-
Plane 11\Aircraft directory.

3
Start  X-Plane  and  you  should  see  the  Rans  S-6S  Coyote  II  under  the
category Ultralight.

Select the Rans S-6S Coyote II aircraft and start your flight simulation.

You can have multiples versions of the Rans S-6S aircraft installed into X-Plane 11,
however,  we  strongly  recommend to  only  use  the  latest  know stable  version.
Removing old, unused versions is also a good idea.

In this dialog window of X-Plane, you can also change the livery of this aircraft if you want.
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Rans S-6S Coyote II Engine Startup Quickstart Guide
This is meant to be served for when you start the simulator with the Rans S-6S ULM without
the engines running. But please, take a look to the dedicated  Rans-S-6S_Checklists.pdf
document file for proper checklist instructions. See also Tips on printing the extra pdf
files.

1. Turn battery switch on. Click on the Battery switch.

2. Turn fuel pump switch on. Click on the Full Pump switch.

3. Set full mixture. Click once on it to set to full mixture or use scroll wheel to use
steps.

4. Turn the ignition key. Mouse over it and turn up with the mouse wheel.

5. Turn Avionics switch on. Click on the Avionics switch.

6. Turn Radio Switch on. Click on the Radio switch.

7. Turn Navigation Light Switch on. Click on the Navigation switch.

There you go!

Be safe on your flight!

By default, you shouldn’t change, adjust or set other stuff. For example, the Fuel Selector
Tank is set by default on 4 (all  tanks) no matter if  you load the aircraft with the engines
running or not.
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The 3D Cockpit
The 3D cockpit is the default and preferred way of using this Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft.
Although, you can opt to make use of other views as well as  the custom 2D Cockpit with
generic instruments by pressing the keyboard keys ALT+W.

The 3D cockpit has been build up to our wishes and at our use purposes. Like this is a little
DIY Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft that needs to be build up together by the owner and of
the category Ultra-Light, this cockpit it is a bit concise like in real life.

Remarks

• This aircraft doesn’t  have advanced navigation and autopilot instruments in the 3D
Cockpit view mode, like in most cases of real life situations. If you want to make use of
navigation instruments or use other extra goodies, for example to set up the autopilot,
you need to go to the 2D Cockpit panel (ALT+W) which have extra instruments and
goodies this aircraft isn’t supposed to have. You can also click on the Land. L. or the
Taxi L. labels of these switches to pop up the X-Plane 1000 instrument (this is a
simulation of the Garmin G1000).

• You can move the view with the keyboard keys (arrow: down, up, left, right) or with
the hat switch of your joystick. Or even move your view with the right mouse button
being pressed and moving the mouse. To recenter the view to the default view, press
the w key on the keyboard or the associated joystick button.
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If you move your mouse cursor on some parts, you will discover that the mouse point change.
This means the object has probably some action which can be triggered by a mouse click or
with the mouse scroll wheel. Objects like for example: the 2 books, the doors, seat belts,
switches and knobs, the GPS on the instrument panel have some actions too.
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Some instruments also give information when you mouse over. For this point your mouse on
an instrument and wait a moment. A popup with information will appear. Note that you need
the option Show Instrument Description activated in the View menu bar of X-Plane.
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The 2D Cockpit
A 2D Cockpit panel has less of uses these days with full available 3D cockpits. However, this
Rans S-6S Coyote II also has an optional 2D cockpit. To make use of the custom 2D Cockpit,
press ALT+W on the keyboard. 

The custom 2D Cockpit panel is fictional and have the following features, but not limited to
this list:

• Navigation & communication instruments.

• Clickable buttons on the instruments.

• Instrument information with mouse hover.

• X-Plane 1000 (Garmin G1000 a like glass instruments).

• Autopilot instruments. With the X-Plane 1000 or the other generic instruments.

Remarks

• With this 2D panel and it’s instruments, we can do some more complex IFR flights.

• The Rans S-6S 2D Cockpit panel has some instruments this aircraft isn’t supposed to
have in real life.. The 2D Cockpit panel is pure fictional and doesn’t match the real life
situation. This is due the fact we wanted to have more instruments that this aircraft
isn’t supposed to have. This 2D panel was initially meant to be for testing purposes.
Use the 3D Cockpit view if realistic simulation is required.
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Scroll down (use arrow down keyboard buttons or the joystick hat) to see the rest (bottom) of
the 2D panel. You can move back up with arrow up or with the joystick hat button.

Remarks

• Some instruments  have  clickable  regions  like  buttons  and switches.  Thus  you can
adjust instruments values with them.

• Like in the 3D Cockpit, some instruments can give you some popup information when
you have your mouse pointer on it.
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Some instruments, like the X-Plane 1000 which simulate the Garmin G1000 glass panel, can
be clicked so that it will display in full screen. For example, click on the left and then on the
right screen of the X-Plane 1000 screen to display it and attach it to our screen.

Remarks

• To close this instrument, you can either, click again on the same location in the 2D
panel, or in the left top corner of the instrument, click on the red bullet.

• You can also detach the X-Plane 1000 instrument into another window. For this, on the
right top corner of the instrument, click on that little double window arrow. This can be
very handful if you have multiples monitors attached to your computer.
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The X-Plane 1000 2D instruments can be also displayed in the 3D cockpit view mode as well
as in other view modes. For this, in 2D panel mode (with the X-Plane 1000 open), change the
view mode to for example to the 3D Cockpit view mode (W key):

Remarks

• The X-Plane  1000 instruments  can also  be  displayed  in  all  other  views.  Once  the
instrument closed, the only way back to open the instrument is in the 2D Cockpit view
mode and click there back on the screen of the 2D instrument. Or you can click on the
Landing L. (left panel) & Taxi L. (right panel) labels.

• Closing these 2D instruments is like when in 2D mode, click on the top left corner, on
the red balloon to close it. Or go back to the 2D mode with ALT+W and click on the
concerned  screens  of  that  instrument.  Or  use  the  dedicated  label  buttons  like
previously mentioned.
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Additional notes for the Rans S-6S Coyote II
This is just a bunch of stuff that doesn’t fit into it’s own category, so we list them up here.

• A joystick is strongly recommended to enjoy at the maximum your flight experiences
with the Rans S-6S Coyote II. For example a 15 years old Microsoft SideWinder Force
Feedback 2 is perfect. This is also what we use for this aircraft. See the dedicated
section Joystick config: Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2 which describe
the custom setup of a Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2 config for this Rans S-6S.

• We do not use pedals, although we have the Saitek pedals at our disposal. So at the
moment, we have no clue at all, not even for recommendations.

• Adjust trim frequently depending of the RPM to get the ULM leveled and or to land as
noted in the Pilot Operating Handbook.

• This aircraft isn’t supposed to fly with  “Storm” weather nor in any other bad weather
situation. See the checklist for the maximum demonstrated crosswind velocity (20 MPH
– 32km/h).

• Extra Safety 3D object features can be enabled by pressing on the safety belts.

• The GPS can be hidden, press the GPS foot to Hidden / Show the GPS.

• The fuses box is static, not animated and doesn’t have any functions yet.

• The headset can be hidden by clicking on them.

• Both left and right door are animated. As well as the Rans S-6S Coyote II checklist
book, the photo book. You can click on them to get info and to animate them.

• Do not hesitate to make use of the (hidden) autopilot system for long flights. The Rans
S-6S Coyote II has been tested with the autopilot features.

• You  can make  use  of  the  X-Plane  1000  instrument  (the  simulation  of  the  Garmin
G1000), to show them you can click on the screen of it in the 2D cockpit mode (ALT+W)
or by clicking on the labels of the switches Land. L. (for the left panel) and Taxi L.
(for the right panel).

• This  Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft  is  also  able  to  be used as an AI  (Artificial
Intelligent) aircraft. Feel free to add a few AI of them.

• You will find various (PDF) documents in the docs directory of the aircraft. These docs
are for example this manual, a checklist for the Rans S-6S Coyote and the POH (Pilot
Operating  Handbook).  These  documents  where  created  with  keeping  in  mind  the
feature to print these (A4 format) documents as a booklet. So that you can print these
documents in a book style at A3 format. See the dedicated section which will guide
you: Tips on printing the extra pdf files.
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ToDo
There’s still tons of things left to do. So much that we don’t even want to start to write down
what exactly left to do…

There’s an issue tracking system on the GitHub repository, but this one is kept private and this
the issue tracking system isn’t available to the public.

If you think something is missing or could benefit somethings  to be improved, feel free to
contact the author and try to request you features. See the Support section.

See also the Changelog.txt file for the changes to each versions.

Plans
There are tons of plans, or better said, wishes.

• Make the 3D radio working. Actually the LCD display screen doesn’t work. The buttons
and the radio frequencies selectors knobs does already work however.

• The Engine Hours gauge animation does not work like our wishes. If we could fix this
issue, we probably could create a similar animation system for the LCD screen of the
radio. 

• Proper UV unwrap and optimize the UV’s. This implies that all concerned textures needs
to be re generated. In other words, this means a big git commit (in terms of file size
changes).

• Create a paintkit. This will be done once the final UV is done.

• Add a true GPS in the 3D cockpit. See to integrate some 3D instruments of the Plane
Maker  into  the  3D cockpit  mode.  For  the  moment,  we  can  use  the  X-Plane  1000
(Garmin G1000 simulator)  by clicking on the  Land. L. and the  Taxi L. switches
labels.

• Use dds  textures  instead of  png files.  See the  extra  X-Plane  Command Line  Tools
package that is available on the website of X-Plane. For instance, https://developer.x-
plane.com/tools/xptools/. This package contains a tool  ddstool.exe that can convert
png files to dds.

• Model the engine. Separate and animate the engine cap and show some engine and its
proprs.

• The ability to chose between different 3D cockpit panels. 

• 3D variants: Tail dragger (already modeled), floats & skies.
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Recommended flights plans and exercises
The  Rans S-6S Coyote II is very well used on Belgian airfields. Therefore we will  strongly
encourage you to get the custom Belgian scenery pack made by David Van Mosselbeen. We do
also provide a section “How to create an IFR flight plan?”, which use this custom Belgian
scenery pack.

See this website for more information: http://www.davidvanmosselbeen.be/pages/x-plane/ 

EBBZ (Buzet) circuit
EBBZ (Buzet) is a little airfield with a very tight airspace. EBBZ is next to EBBY. Flying with the
Rans S-6S at EBBZ is very challenging.

It’s at EBBZ I discovered the Rans S-6S Coyote II and flew with for the first time. This is
maybe why I also love this little EBBZ airfield.

See: https://maps.openaip.net/?lat=50.542&lon=4.381

EBBZ  (Buzet) to EBBY (Baisy-thy) flightplan
EBBZ is very close to EBBY. There’s nothings exceptional at EBBY, except it’s modeled in 3D
and set like in real life. Allowing very short and challenging flights. This with a huge amount of
AI (Artificial Intelligent) aircraft, makes it even more challenging.

EBCF (Cerfontaine) circuit & landmarks
The  EBCF  (Cerfontaine)  airfield  is  a  beautiful  modern  airfield  with  an  interesting  circuit,
activities and landmarks. Close to EBCF there’s 3 sea lanes and 2 heliports and landmarks on
and around the Lacs de l'Eau d'Heure. EBCF is also the place to be if you want to glide.

See: https://skyvector.com/airport/EBCF/Cerfontaine-Airport 

EBBZ  (Buzet) to EBGB (Grimbergen) flightplan
This flight plan will do you fly around (or above) the Brussels City to reach EBGB. It’s up to
you if you follow the true aviation rules or not. Single engines aren’t allowed to fly over cities.

EBBF to EBSG to EBTY to EBOS flightplan
This is a flightplan for about more than an hour of flight. Depending of  where the control
tower does heads you too and the actual airspace activity.

By following this flightplan, you will discover a great part of the available scenery in Belgium.

Do not hesitate to make use of the X-Plane 1000 instrument and follow you flight with the
ATC. See the dedicated section How to create an IFR flight plan? for more information
about that topic.
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Liveries
There’s different liveries available. 

For the moment there’s no paintkit available and we don’t recommend to work on
liveries yet. There’s still a need to proper unwrap the exterior (fuselage and wings)
in the 3D objects. Once this done, a proper paintkit will be made and this will help
to create additional liveries.

Default
Features: The default livery. One of the most used looks for the Rans S-6S

Grey
Features: This is a custom made greyscale version of the default livery.
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Orange & Grey
Features: This custom made livery has nothing particular except I like this combination of
colors. This livery is in fact made as test purpose as this livery is kind different of the 2 others.
Creating different type of looks with their requirements will help us to create the final UV and
paintkit.

Remarks

• Do not start creating your own liveries yet without prior contacting the author. As the
final  UV  and  textures  aren’t  finished  yet,  your  work  could  be  quickly  lost  due  many
changes. Taking contact with the author and informing him that you want create different
liveries, could motivate the author to prioritize the work on the final UV and paintkit.

• The long term goal is to have different external “looks” as well as different internal
looks. Or wishes is also to make some “liveries” having different “options”. For example,
there are Rans S-6S version with completely transparent (plexiglas) windows. There are
also more modern versions of the Rans S-6S with more recent props.

• Do not hesitate  to  take contact  with the author  for  any requests  on creating new
liveries. It will be very handful if you provide some imagery too. Preferably, your own made
photographs, with your agreement, so that we can use them to texture bake them. This
make a huge difference on the final texture quality.
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Additional General Tips
Additional tips not so specific to the Rans S-6S are provided to give that little extra more.

Joystick config: Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2
If you use a Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2 joystick, then we recommend this custom
configuration setup when flying with the Rans S-6S Coyote II:

1. Stick: Roll and Pitch

2. Twist: Yaw

3. Lever: Throttle

4. Hat Switch:  To move the view

5. Trigger: Hold Brakes maximum

6. Default view

7. Pitch trim down.

8. Pitch trim up.

9. Flaps down a notch.

10. Flaps up a notch.

11.Toggle the map window.

12.Toggle brakes max efforts.

We find that this configuration setup suits the best for the Rans S-6S Coyote II. Feel free to
adjust up to your needs.

Remarks

• There’s no Force Feedback support by default.

• Do not  hesitate  to  adjust  the  Twist  response curve  to  make the rudder  feels  less
reactive.

• You can also create a joystick configuration file per aircraft. Or define which aircraft
must use your newly created joystick config.
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Screenshots of the Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2 custom configuration for the Rans
S-6S Coyote II.
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Illustration 15: Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback 2 Joystick - Rans S-6S config part 2
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How to create an IFR flight plan?
What is an IFR flight (plan)? This is a flight based on Instrument flight rules. This means
that we  don’t do a VFR (visual) flight but instead, follow the instructions of the ATC controller
and use our navigation instruments to do the flight.

Example flight
For this example, we will take a flight from EBCF (Cerfontaine) to EBBZ (Buzet).

Requirements:

• Rans S-6S Coyote II: Of course, we need to have this Rans S-6S ULM.

• Belgian Scenery for X-Plane: See the  website of the author for more information:
http://www.davidvanmosselbeen.be/pages/x-plane/

It is very important that you take this custom Belgian Scenery if you want to follow
these instructions. As these 2 airfields have been further developed and includes up
to date airport information, custom airport buildings and props, taxi routes etc. This
little HowTo is based on this scenery.

Side notes: Actually by doing a flight of EBCF to EBBZ, the ATC of X-Plane will
probably do you land on runway 33 at EBBZ. Which isn’t right in real life. We are
supposed to land and take off from runway 15.

Let’s start X-Plane 11. Select New Flight. Select the Rans S-6S Coyote II aircraft and in
it’s  Customize options  make  sure  the  Start with engines running is  selected.  In  the
location bar, type in EBCF and on the top right corner of that part, select Customize. Select
there Ramp Start A1. Press the Confirm button. As weather situation we have select Cirrus
without  tweaks.  Time of  the day is  set  to  8:30 local (7:30 UTC).  (You can press the
Customize button of the time and day to manually enter data. We also fly at June 1). Finally,
press the Start Flight button.

In X-Plane, once everything is loaded, press the Enter key to open up the ATC window. Then
follow these instructions:

• Check the box Auto-tune recommended frequencies. This is cheating, but makes it
easier for this short HowTo.

• Click on the button File Flight Plan. Another dialog will appear where you need to
fill in a few information. What’s not noted here, we left these values at their defaults.

• Fill in the fields:

◦ Aircraft Identification: OO-DVM

◦ Aircraft Manufacture: RANS

◦ Aircraft Model: Coyote 2

◦ Departure ICAO: EBCF

◦ Arrival ICAO: EBBZ
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◦ Enroute Altitude: 2000

• Press the button File Flight Plan (to confirm what we just entered). The dialog will
come back to our initial position, but now with other options.

• Press the button: Request Altimeter.

◦ The ATC will respond and give you some values (probably you will get 2992).

◦ Check / Set altimeter settings in the aircraft.

◦ Press the button Readback Transmission.

• Press the button: Request Clearance.

◦ The ATC will reply with somethings like: Coyote 2 DVM, Cleared IFR to Buzetas
filed maintain 2 thousand, squawk 4700.

◦ Press the button: Readback Transmission

• Press the button: Request Taxi.

◦ The  ATC  will  respond  with  somethings  like:  Coyote 2 DVM, Runway X taxi
via ... (the diff taxi paths names you need to take to arrive at

runway X).

◦ Press the button: Readback Transmission

• A path with directional arrows will be drawn and you need to follow these arrows.

• It could be that when following the path, the ATC gives you further instructions about
the Taxi routes you need to take. 

• At a point, the ATC will tell you somethings like: Coyote 2 DVM, Fly heading 3 3 0,
runway 30, you’re cleared for takeoff.

• This means that we can go strait and take off and heads to  330. We should climb to
2000 and maintain that altitude.

• The ATC will continue to give instructions like for example some direction or altitude
you  need  to  take.  Follow  these  instructions  and  do  not  forget  to  Reaback
Transmission to confirm the ATC. Once you’re close to the airfield, you will  get a
message with somethings similar of Report when Airport insight, which you need
to confirm very quickly or you will get pushed into vector (doing a circuit around the
airfield) and loose a lot of time. The ATC to which you are in contact will then request
to take contact with the local airfield. Check in that new radio frequency and wait to
get a sign to land. Once you touch down, arrows will be drawn to show you the path to
take to your parking. At the same time the ATC will contact you. Once parked, follow
the shutdown procedure like noted in the checklist procedure.

A few screenshots could be added but this will blow up this manual in page numbers. A video
tutorial will be made soon.
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Tips on printing the extra pdf files
You can print the different PDF files that are provided with the Rans S-6S which are located
into the docs directory. For instance like this guide itself;  Rans-S-6S_User-Guide.pdf, the
Rans-S-6S_Checklists.pdf or the 912-STD-POH.pdf (Pilot Operating Handbook) and keep it
close to you when flying with the Rans S-6S Coyote II.

If you would like to have a printed version of these manuals, we would recommend to select
the Booklet option when printing with Adobe Acrobat Reader. In sort that 2 pages are fit onto
one A4 page. This is pretty handful if you want to create your own little A3 paper book like it’s
meant to be. We made our documentation layout with keeping this feature in mind.

We use a HP Envy Photo 7830 printer which is able to automatically print on both
sides of pages avoiding us to play the paper DJ.
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YouTube Video’s
You can follow the in development work on the dedicated Rans S-6S YouTube Playlist here: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAjXiRUMG1Gcc1F2cPJib0v0SZpBt3tXY

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
This is the Frequently Asked Questions list.

Is the Rans S-6S Coyote II still actively developed?
As of November 2019, the Rans S-6S Coyote II is still in active development. Many things get
changed and it could be stuff, documentation, screenshots and video’s get outdated very fast.

Is the Rans S-6S Coyote II stored in a git repository?
The Rans S-6S is on GitHub in a dedicated repository with the source files. But the repository
is kept private for the moment.

I don’t have the feature I saw on your video’s
Make sure you have the latest version of the Rans S-6S Coyote II.

It could be you saw features which aren’t available to the public yet. A feature that is coming
soon. As soon as the new feature is available, grab your copy and enjoy.

How do I get updates of the Rans S-6S Coyote II?
There’s no automatic update system integrated yet.

You need to manually download the Rans S-6S Coyote II ULM aircraft, manually extract the zip
archive and finally manually copy files to the right location. It’s the same procedure like you
did to initially install the Rans S-6S Coyote II.

Where do I get updates of the Rans S-6S Coyote II?
You can get updates from the website of the : www.davidvanmosselbeen.be/pages/x-plane/ 

Support
For any troubles, support or special requests concerning the Rans S-6S Coyote
II For X-Plane 11 you can contact David Van Mosselbeen by:

• Email: contact@davidvanmosselbeen.be

• Website: www.davidvanmosselbeen.be
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